Questioning Conventional Wisdom

As the end-of-school frenzy was waning, a friend and I stopped to invite a colleague to go to lunch. He declared he had no time and asked us impatiently, holding up a batch of papers, "Do I have to fill these out, too?" "No," we answered, "but those are the administrator evaluations. You ought to do them." Our colleague threw the forms into the trash can, and we went on to lunch.

Later, thinking about his action, I got upset. This teacher is bright, hard-working, and creative; he cares about his students and brings tremendous enthusiasm for his subject into his classroom. Yet he has accepted one of the myths of teaching: "Administrators and fads come and go, but my classroom is my kingdom."

The conventional wisdom of teaching consists of many of these old sayings, which are handed down from veterans to novices and repeated like a liturgy, year after year. Such common attitudes may be comforting at times, but unless we begin to question these assumptions, teaching will not be a true profession.

Much has been written lately about the growing knowledge base for teaching. However, practitioners need to find access to this information; and perhaps we first need to exercise the kind of critical thinking that distinguishes mere workers from genuine professionals. Workers can concern themselves only with their own place on the assembly line, following management instructions as they must. Professionals concern themselves with the whole workplace and ask questions about practice and purpose. They seek greater understanding and responsibility, not less. In the spirit of professionalism, therefore, we must continually gather new information and challenge conventional wisdom.

Professionals concern themselves with the whole workplace and ask questions about practice and purpose.

My responsibility, then, (exhausting as it is) does not end at my classroom door. When I have the chance to fill out a survey from the district or am invited to give feedback to our building administrators, I need to do so. If I assume no one in power cares, then surely my input won't count. What happens "out there" does affect me in my own classroom and vice versa. In addition, if I want to be more effective, I need to find out what other teachers are doing and thinking.

There are many other areas in which the conventional wisdom must be questioned so that professional growth and empowerment can occur. For instance, most teachers assume that ability grouping is a good thing; it seems to make sense and makes the job more manageable. Yet, in a survey of the literature, Passow (1988) shows that the benefits of ability grouping for the student are far from clear. Passow notes that an appropriate curriculum and flexibility of movement for students are important; ability grouping, in and of itself, may accomplish nothing or may even be harmful. Teachers also need to question new buzzwords—the conventional wisdom of the future—like "time-on-task" or "focus." Doesn't it matter if the task is worth doing? What if we want students to create their own expectations or tasks?

In short, professionals act for themselves and their profession; they are not merely acted upon. They seek greater understanding and responsibility, not less. In the spirit of professionalism, therefore, we must continually gather new information and challenge conventional wisdom.
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